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Achievement

Achievement with Merit

Demonstrate understanding of features
of a drama / theatre form.

Demonstrate informed understanding of
features of a drama / theatre form.

Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate perceptive understanding
of features of a drama / theatre form.
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Annotation

E7

The candidate clearly identifies the use of costume as when Oedipus as a
“doomed character who lost everything” in Episode 5 of Oedipus Rex. There is
detail in use of costume including “platform leather buskin boots to exaggerate
height so audience can see him.” Typicality of the use of costume is detailed
when the candidate describes the loss of status for Oedipus. They say
“Oedipus wore his purple robe and crown at the start of the play highlighting
that he was royalty…the dramatic change of losing his robe, just wearing a
white toga and change in facial expression…wrinkle lines because he is
stressed…bandage to cover bloody eyes…mask.” The candidate insightfully
links audience understanding to the costume by saying “the clothing they wore
was the same as everyday wear in Greek [sic] society which meant the
audience could connect and realise the different status straight away.”

E7

The candidate identifies the moment when the elders look to Oedipus to fix the
plague affecting Thebes. They describe his movement as “big but
steady”…”direct facing the chorus in the orchestra” (demonstrating an
understanding of the performance space), and “very exaggerated…he has the
role of getting the message across to the audience…would have to be big so
all the 10,000+ people can see how he moves.” In this way, the candidate
relates the movement insightfully to the performance space as well as beliefs
at the time, that his movements would need to be exaggerated towards “the
gods and listening to them for help.”

E7

The candidate demonstrates a detailed understanding of the structure of a
Greek tragedy. They outline in detail audience expectations including prior
knowledge of the structure and why and where it was performed. The
candidate demonstrates insight when they describe the Festival of Dionysus,
and how sticking to the expected structure of the play was an “effective way to
win” the competition.

